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1. Shocks in the large scale structure of the universe

2. Observation (radio relic): diffuse synchrotron 
emission from relativistic electrons energized via 
DSA in weak Q-perp shock in ICM

3. Electron pre-acceleration to be injected to DSA
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4. Particle-in-Cell simulations: electron pre-
acceleration at subcritical and supercritical shocks?



Shocks in the large scale structure of the universe

(z ~ 0.25; L = 50Mpc/h)

(Mach number: 
Ms ~ 1.5 - 10)

Intracluster Medium (ICM) 
𝟏𝟎𝟕 − 𝟏𝟎𝟖𝑲, 𝜷 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

(X-ray emissivity: 
1039 − 1048 erg/s)

(kinetic energy flux; 
Ryu et al. 2003)
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𝑀𝑠 ~ 2 − 3



Radio relics: diffuse synchrotron emission from relativistic 
electrons accelerated in weak Q-perp shock in ICM

CIZA J2242.8+5301 (Sausage relic) 
e.g., van Wereen et al. 2010;

RX J0603.3+4214 (toothbrush relic) 
e.g., van Wereen et al. 2012;

PLCK G287.0+32.9
e.g., Bagchi et al. 2011;

Shock Mach number can be estimated from the spectral index,
based on Diffusive Shock Acceleration (DSA) model.

𝑀𝑠
2=

3+2𝛼

2𝛼−1
, where 𝛼 is radio spectral index 𝑀𝑠 ~ 2 − 3
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thermal

thermal

electron injection (pre-acceleration)

qppf −)(

DSA (Fermi 1st order)

Suprathermal
electrons

ethp , ethBpinj pTkmp ,~~ 13023 2

shock thickness ~ 𝟑𝒓𝒈(𝒑𝒕𝒉,𝒑)

- In-situ injection at the shock from thermal electrons is inefficient at low Mach 
number shocks.
- Electrons need to be pre-accelerated to 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑗 in order to get injected into DSA process.

Electron pre-acceleration to be injected to DSA
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Key kinetic processes for pre-acceleration

(1) Reflection by magnetic deflection (mirror) at 
the shock ramp

(2) Shock Drift Acceleration (SDA): 

grad-B drift + motional-E field

(3) Temperature anisotropy (𝑇𝑒∥ > 𝑇𝑒⊥) due to 

backstreaming electrons

(4) Upstream waves generation via the Electron 
Firehose Instability (EFI)

(5) Fermi-like acceleration by upstream waves

*Note that following electron injection to DSA (𝛾~10 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ
𝑚𝑖

𝑚𝑒
= 100) by 2D PIC 

simulations is very challenging with current computational resources.

Electron pre-acceleration in weak Q-perp shocks in high beta ICM 

(𝑻 = 𝟏𝟎𝟕 − 𝟏𝟎𝟖𝑲, 𝜷~𝟏𝟎𝟎) cf. Guo et al. 2014a, 2014b
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(1)

(2) Grad-B drift

(3)

(1)

(3)
(2) Grad-B drift



Upstream wave: Firehose instability e.g., Rosenbluth 1956

Magnetic field
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Electron pre-acceleration in weak ICM shock Guo et al. 2014a, 2014b

- Returning electrons via SDA preferentially move along the upstream magnetic field, 
instability is induced by electron temperature anisotropy.

- Upstream electrons are efficiently accelerated (SDA + Fermi-like process by 
upstream waves).

2D PIC (TRISTAN-MP)
𝑚𝑖

𝑚𝑒
= 100, 𝜃𝐵𝑛 = 63𝑜 , 𝑇 = 109𝐾 86𝑘𝑒𝑉 ,𝑀𝑠 = 3 𝑀𝐴~12 , 𝛽𝑝 = 20

(upstream)

(downstream)
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(code: TRISTAN-MP; Spitkovsky 2005, in AIO Conf. Proc. 801)

shock

upstreamdownstream

reflecting wall

conductor

T = Ti = Te

u0

vsh

𝜽𝑩

B0

n = ni = ne

upstream incoming magnetized 
(electrons & protons) flow

Kang, Ryu and Ha 2019, ApJ, in press

Electron pre-acceleration at subcritical and supercritical shocks?

x

y

mi

me
= 100

- Lower 𝑀𝑠 = 2 − 3
- Higher b = 100
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Shock structures governed by the dynamics of reflected ions
Ms = 2.0 (subcritical shock) Ms = 3.0 (supercritical shock)

overshoot
undershootNo overshoot, smooth structure

ion 
momentum

ion 
number density

By component

𝛺𝑐𝑖𝑡 = 30
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Shock structures governed by the dynamics of reflected ions
Ms = 2.0 (subcritical shock) Ms = 3.0 (supercritical shock)

overshoot
undershootNo overshoot, smooth structure

Electron 
momentum

Electron 
number density

By component

𝛺𝑐𝑖𝑡 = 30
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M2.0 M2.3 M3.0

Non-propagating (𝜔𝑟 = 0) waves by oblique EFI

𝐵𝑧/𝐵0

Upstream waves:
electron firehose instability (EFI)

𝛺𝑐𝑖𝑡 = 10
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1st SDA

2nd SDA

scattering

Upstream waves:
Fermi-like acceleration process
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Selected electron

upstream wave: M3.0

Fermi-like acceleration:
SDA + upstream wave

shock



Upstream electron energy spectra

Blue: 𝜴𝒄𝒊𝒕 = 𝟏𝟎, Red: 𝜴𝒄𝒊𝒕 = 𝟑𝟎, Green: 𝜴𝒄𝒊𝒕 = 𝟔𝟎

- Subcritical shocks: only SDA
- Supercritical shocks: suprathermal tail via Fermi-like acceleration
- Saturated energy spectra ??

Suprathermal fraction 

,

,

~ 3.3  : suprathermal momentum

~ 3.3 :  injection momentum

spt th e

inj th p

p p

p p

- suprathermal fraction increases 
with Ms

−𝑀𝑒𝑓
∗ ~2.3 13/16



Upstream 𝑩𝒛

𝑦 = 80
𝑐

𝜔𝑝𝑒

𝑦 = 40
𝑐

𝜔𝑝𝑒

𝛺𝑐𝑖𝑡 = 30

- Pre-acceleration is saturated due to 
lack of power in longer l

- No computational limitation…

Dependence on the transverse box size

Upstream electron energy 
spectra
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saturated energy spectra: intrinsic property of EFI

2D PIC simulation for space plasma 
(Camporeale and Burgess 2008)

Power spectrum of self-excited 
magnetic field

EFI → inverse-cascade → rapid 
damping
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magnetic energy (M3.0 shock)

magnetic power spectrum



Summary

1. Radio relics observed in merging galaxy clusters are interpreted as quasi-
perpendicular shocks with 𝑀𝑠~2 − 3.

2. 2D PIC simulations to study electron pre-acceleration at weak Q-perp 
shocks by Shock Drift Acceleration (SDA) and Fermi-like acceleration due to 
upstream waves excited by the electron firehose instability (EFI).

3. First critical Mach number due to ion reflection: 𝑀𝑓
∗~2.3

Electron firehose critical Mach number for electron pre-acceleration: 𝑀𝑒𝑓
∗ ~2.3

4. Pre-acceleration due to EFI may not be sufficient for electron injection to DSA, 
because the wave power at larger l is small.
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